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The dynamics of three-dimensional scroll rings with spatiotemporal random excitability is investigated
numerically using the FitzHugh-Nagumo model. Depending on the correlation time and length scales of the
fluctuations, the lifetime of the ring filament is enlarged and a resonance effect between the time scale of the
scroll ring and the time correlation of the noise is observed. Numerical results are interpreted in terms of a
simplified stochastic model derived from the kinematical equations for three-dimensional excitable waves.
PACS number~s!: 82.40.Bj, 41.20.Jb, 47.54.1rI. INTRODUCTION
Excitable media describe systems ranging from the bio-
logical to the chemical. These systems usually show pattern
formation under the form of spiral waves in two-dimensional
~2D! media or more complex structures such as scroll waves
in 3D media @1,2#. While in the first case the tip of the spiral
rotates describing a trajectory that can be circular or even
more complex, in the 3D case the scroll waves rotate around
a one-dimensional singularity known as the filament. In the
simplest case, this filament is a straight line but it may also
be curved along a circle giving rise to the scroll rings, or
even twisted resulting in a twisted scroll wave.
The dynamics of the vortex filaments in reaction-diffusion
systems has attracted a great deal of attention @3,4# in con-
nection with sudden heart fibrillation, where it is believed
that scroll ring vortices may play a crucial role @5,6#. In
heterogeneous systems, such as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
~BZ! chemical reaction and the cardiac tissue @7,8#, these 3D
waves usually propagate in the presence of inhomogeneities.
Usually, two types of heterogeneities have been studied in
excitable media; passive ones, nonreactive and noninteract-
ing with the medium, and active ones which affect the wave
dynamics. With respect to the first category, the presence of
localized inhomogeneities or quenched noise in the medium
gives rise to anchoring of vortices in 2D @9# and 3D @10#
media, wave front distortion @11#, or even wave front break-
ing. Effects of spatiotemporal correlated noises are examples
of the second class of heterogeneities and have also been
studied within the framework of dynamical control of waves
in excitable media: drift, resonance, etc. @12#. Moreover, it
has been shown that spatiotemporal noise is able to sustain
pattern formation in the subexcitable regime @13–15#.
On the other hand, both in homogeneous and heteroge-
neous excitable conditions, scroll rings are one of the most
unstable structures that develop in these media @16,17#. They
usually contract ~at a rate proportional to the diffusion coef-
ficient and inversely proportional to the radius of the ring! or
expand and finally disappear, accompanied by a drift of the
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minimum radius is reached at which the ring abruptly col-
lapses. Recent work by Vinson et al. @18,19# with parameter
gradients allows us to some extent to control the lifetime of
these structures. Previous numerical and theoretical calcula-
tions by Mikhailov @20,21# showed that a periodic modula-
tion of a parameter controlling the filament curvature could
lead to controlling the rate of expansion or contraction of the
wave.
In this paper, we are interested in the control of scroll
rings with spatiotemporal correlated noise, since it accounts
for the two effects described above; on the one hand, the
correlation length of the noise disturbs the wave propagation
distorting the front, and on the other hand, the time correla-
tion affects the dynamics of the medium. To address this
situation, a model of the FitzHugh-Nagumo type, incorporat-
ing parametric noise, is proposed in Sec. II and numerical
results for the dynamics of the ring filament are presented in
Sec. III. Theoretical analysis, Sec. IV, is based on a minimal
stochastic model with multiplicative noise, originally ob-
tained within a kinematic description of scroll rings.
II. THE MODEL
Numerical simulations have been performed with the
modified FitzHugh-Nagumo model @19,22,23#,
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e~E ! , ~1!
where E stands for the excitation of the medium, g is the
recovery variable, and f (E) and e(E) are given by the piece-
wise functions,
f ~E !5H 2c1E , E,E1c2~E2a !, E1<E<E2
2c3~E21 !, E.E2 ,
~2!94 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the scroll ring ~a! and rotation ve-
locity of the scroll wave ~b! as a
function of the parameter c2 from
the FitzHugh-Nagumo model. The
solid lines represent a fit to the nu-
merical data with a polynomial
function.e~E !5H e1 , E,B1e2 , B1<E<B2
e3 , E.B2 .
~3!
The parameter values for Eqs. ~1!–~3! are defined as in Ref.
@19#: c154.0, c3515.0, E150.018, e15e350.5, e2
516.66, B150.01, B250.95, and D51. The parameters E2
and a are determined by continuity of function f (E);E2
5@(c11c2)E11c3#/(c31c2),a5E1(c11c2)/c2.
Initial conditions correspond to a scroll ring generated
from a spherical wave in the center of the medium ~by stimu-
lating a 43434 pixel cube at E50.5), and then resetting
half of the medium (E50,g50) 20 t.u. ~time unit! later so
the initial radius of the ring is approximately 23 s.u. ~space
unit!. With this set of parameters, initial conditions, and
without any further perturbation, a scroll ring is generated
which finally collapses while it drifts along its vertical axis.
The set of equations ~1!–~3! has been integrated using a
Euler method with a time step Dt50.04 t.u. and the Laplac-
ian operator in Eq. ~1! discretized using a seven-point cen-
tered difference scheme with a space step D50.75 s.u. Be-
sides, zero flux boundary conditions were considered for the
E variable. The mesh size of the grid was 1003100
3100 (s.u.)3. This value was chosen so that higher mesh
sizes do not affect qualitatively the obtained results.
The spatial structure of the filament has been resolved by
following a procedure with mixed characteristics of the two
described in Refs. @7,19#. The filament is defined as the in-
tersection line between two surfaces E(rW ,t)5E iso , where
E iso is some arbitrary threshold value used to distinguish
excitable and inhibited regions, and ] tE(rW ,t)50. This is
equivalent @7# to solving, for each lattice plane z5kD
5const, the set of equations
~12x¯ !~12y¯ !Ei , j ,k
n 1x¯~12y¯ !Ei11,j ,k
n 1x¯y¯Ei11,j11,k
n
1~12x¯ !y¯Ei , j11,k
n 5E iso , ~4!




1~12x¯ !y¯Ei , j11,k
n11 5E iso , ~5!
where x¯5(x2iD)/D ,y¯5(y2 jD)/D , and En,En11 are con-
secutive iteration values of E resulting from the integrationof Eq. ~1!. Equations ~4! and ~5! have solution if 0<x¯<1
and 0<y¯<1. This solution represents the intersection of the
filament with the square with corners (i , j),(i11,j),(i , j
11) and (i11,j11)(k5const). Points of intersections with
all squares are then determined by a similar procedure. On
the other hand, since the filament could be folded, at each
time step the set of Eqs. ~4! and ~5! is also solved for lattice
planes of y5 jD5const, which is equivalent to exchanging z
and k by y and j above. Then, the final position of the fila-
ment (x¯ ,y¯ ,z¯) within the cube (i , j ,k) is calculated as a linear
interpolation between the two obtained values. At the next
time step this algorithm is repeated but only within the
neighborhood of the previous positions.
Once the filament has been located, we fit those points to
a plane as it is described by Vinson and Pertsov @19#, which
allows us to determine the mean radius of the filament r , as
well as the z value of the ‘‘center of mass’’ of the filament
for the case of rings.
The lifetime of the scroll ring is then defined as the inter-
val of time T that the ring radius is greater than zero during
wave contraction or the z coordinate of the center of mass of
the filament is within the grid of simulation. To calibrate the
medium and to get some insight into where to introduce
external fluctuations, the lifetime of the scroll ring and the
rotation velocity of the scroll wave have been calculated
within the range of c2 values used @Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. The
lifetime is observed to follow a second-order power depen-
dence with c2, while the rotation velocity exhibits a linear
dependence as c2 increases. This last property induces us to
consider this parameter as a good candidate to introduce
fluctuations.
Spatiotemporal noise was added to the system through the
parameter c2 ~generally varying between 0.80 and 1.02 for
excitable conditions!, c2(rW ,t)5c201j(rW ,t) (c2050.88), and
rW5(x ,y ,z). After discretization, the random term j i jk(t) is
defined in larger cubic domains, or cells with centered coor-
dinates (i , j ,k), of size l 3, where l .D . It is prescribed as a
spatiotemporal Gaussian noise of zero mean and correlation
@24#,
^j i jk~ t !j lmn~ t8!&5s
2 e2ut2t8u/td ild jmdkn , ~6!
where t denotes its correlation time and s2 is the noise
second moment. The parameter l fixes the characteristic
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limit t→0 the white-noise limit jw(t) is recovered if s2t is
finite. For t→‘ the frozen or static Gaussian distributed
noise is obtained. Numerical simulations have been carried
out by keeping constant the noise dispersion s2 while vary-
ing the time correlation t and the noise cell size l .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical simulations indicate that wave fronts are dis-
torted as a consequence of the spatiotemporal correlated
noise. Figure 2 shows two profiles of the ring wave 440 t.u.
after noise was switched on. The perfect mirror symmetry of
the two counter-rotating spiral waves in the homogeneous
case was broken as a consequence of the fluctuating disorder
in the medium. Nevertheless, the ring filament, determined
by the procedure described above, still keeps a circular ge-
ometry as it is shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the ring radius
r(t) for three realizations of noise with the same correlation
length l but different correlation time t . For comparison,
the lifetime of the ring free of noise is also indicated as a
vertical dashed line. Note that the extinction time of the ring
free of noise T5497 t.u. is always smaller than the cases
when fluctuations are present, and that for a particular value
of the correlation time t , the lifetime is very large. The ring
was found to collapse for a finite, but still small value of r
Þ0. This can be easily understood if we reduce the dimen-
FIG. 2. Vertical (xz plane, y550) ~left image! and horizontal
(xy plane, z550) ~right image! profiles of the ring wave. Time
5440 t.u. Parameters of the numerical simulation: s50.05 and l
520 s.u.
FIG. 3. Filament of the ring for t5400 t.u. The line shows the
fitting of the filament positions to a circle in order to determine its
radius r518.8 s.u. Note that although the presence of noise is clear
due to the data scatters around the circle, still a nice round behavior
is preserved. Parameters as in Fig. 2.sion of the problem to an axial plane of the scroll ring where
two counter-rotating 2D spiral waves approach each other.
Then, both spirals will annihilate each other when the rela-
tive distance between spiral tips is smaller than the core di-
ameter @25#.
A more quantitative study of the effect of the spatiotem-
poral correlated noise on the mean lifetime of scroll rings is
shown in Fig. 5 for different values of the correlation length
l . The most remarkable effect is the occurrence of a maxi-
mum lifetime of the ring for some intermediate value of the
time correlation t . This occurs for all values of l and seems
to be the signature of a resonant behavior between the time
scale of the ring wave ~associated to the rotation period
around the filament! and the noise correlation time. In addi-
tion, this maximun appears shifted to smaller values of t
when the correlation length l increases. From the analysis of
our numerical results we can conjecture that the limiting po-
sition of this maximum will appear at ’1/w054.5 t.u.,
where w0 is the rotation frequency of the scroll wave around
the filament, and would be achieved for l equal to a very
large system size L relative to the initial radius of the scroll
ring. Note also that the highest lifetimes are obtained again
in this limit ~when the noise is only time-correlated!, while
the resonance peaks are narrower. In any case, in all our
simulations, the effect of a correlated noise was to induce the
longer ring’s lifetimes compared to the case without noise
c25c2
0
, but always the filament finally contracts and disap-
pears.
Independently of the correlation length l , the two limit
cases of t , namely t→0 and t→‘ , can be intuitively ex-
plained. For t→0 and finite s2, the white Gaussian noise
limit with zero noise intensity is recovered. The control pa-
rameter c2 fluctuates so fast compared with the time scales of
the ring that, on average, the wave filament behaves as in the
free noise situation, c25^c2&5c2
0
, while for t→‘ the noise
becomes static and the filament tends to smoothly fold and
become distorted @11# ~mostly keeping a planar shape so a
FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of r(t) for three different realiza-
tions of the colored noise. The vertical dashed line indicates the
lifetime of the scroll wave in the free noise case T5497 t.u. Note
the temporal oscillations corresponding to the rotation period of the
scroll wave around the filament and approximately equal to 29 t.u.
Due to the presence of noise, these oscillations are not perfectly
regular. Parameters as in Fig. 2.
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scroll wave lifetime on the noise
time correlation t for three differ-
ent values of the noise pixel size
l : ~a! l 55 s.u., d550.14, b5
50.067; ~b! l 520, d2050.24,
b2050.1; and ~c! l 5L5100, dL
51, bL50.5. Error bars corre-
spond to a statistical error for ten
different realizations of noise.
Theoretical results ~24! are in-
cluded for comparison. Numerical
parameters as in Fig. 2 and theo-
retical common parameters: sL
2
50.48, x05400 s.u., a50.8.radius r can still be easily defined! but it does not interfere in
the contraction process.
IV. ANALYTICAL STUDY
Scroll rings in three-dimensional excitable media have
axial symmetry, in such a way that if we cut the 3D media
with a plane containing the symmetry axis, two symmetrical
counter-rotating spiral waves develop. In this case, the kine-
matical theory introduced by Mikhailov @20,21# can be
readily applied under conditions of low excitability and the
quasistationary approach. Although our numerical experi-
ments fall beyond that limit, such a description enables us to
capture, at least qualitatively, what we believe are the essen-
tial features of the effect of structured excitability fluctua-
tions on 3D scroll rings. The equations that describe the dy-
namics of the scroll wave filament ~which is seen in the axial
plane as a single point! are
r˙ 52D/r2~V02D k0!sin a02G˜ cos a0, ~7!
z˙5~V02D k0!cos a02G˜ sin a0 , ~8!
a˙ 05v01G˜ k0 , ~9!
k˙ 05v0G˜ /D , ~10!
where V0 is the rotation velocity of the scroll wave, k0 its
curvature at the filament position, a0 is the angle between
the tangent to the curve at the filament and the r axis, v0
5zADV0k0
3/2 (z50.685) is the rotation frequency of the
scroll wave around the filament, and its tangential growth
velocity G˜ is given by
G˜ 5~G02g1k0!1r21@g1sin a01~g22D !cos a0# ,
~11!
where g1 and g2 are two positive coefficients that control the
sprouting velocity around the filament in a 3D media. In
general, it can be shown @20# that for a system with a single
diffusive species @see Eq. ~1!#, g1 , g2, and D do not have to
be equal to each other.
Thus we start from the set of equations ~7!–~11! where for
simplicity we make the assumption of a constant angular
velocity a05v0t . We neglect also the curvature correctionsto the normal propagation velocity, i.e., V02Dk0’V0, and
in fact we assume ~see below! no temporal evolution at all
for the variable k0. Furthermore, since the temporal evolu-
tion of the pair of basic dynamic variables, r(t) and z(t), is
apparently quite similar in our simulations, we restrict our-
selves to the analysis of the dynamics of the variable r(t),
the radius of the filament. According to the approximations
just quoted, the equation for r(t) reads
r˙ 52D/r2V0 sin~v0t !2G˜ cos~v0t !, ~12!
which is easily converted into the form
r˙ r52D2V0r sin~v0t !2G˜ r cos~v0t !. ~13!
We invoke now the additional equation ~11! for the tangen-
tial growth velocity G˜ , which we use as
G˜ r cos~v0t !5~G02g1k0!r cos~v0t !
1g1sin~v0t !cos~v0t !1~g22D !cos2~v0t !.
~14!
Using trigonometric relations, and substituting Eq. ~14! into
Eq. ~13! above, we get
r˙ r521/2a2@V0sin~v0t !1~G02g1k0!cos~v0t !#r
21/2@g1sin~2v0t !1~g22D !cos~2v0t !# , ~15!
where a5g21D . We introduce now a new dynamical vari-
able P(t)[r2(t), so that
P˙ ~ t !52a2@g1sin~2v0t !1~g22D !cos~2v0t !#
22@V0sin~v0t !1~G02g1k0!cos~v0t !#P1/2.
~16!
At this point, and according to what was mentioned in
Sec. II concerning the relation between the parameter c2 and
the rotation velocity of the scroll wave, we choose to intro-
duce fluctuations only through the kinematic parameter V0,
i.e., we replace V0 by V¯ 01x(t). The statistical properties of
this pure temporal noise x(t) have to be obtained from those
of the original spatiotemporal correlated noise ~6!. This is a
very difficult and nonsystematic task, and hence the noise
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intuitive arguments on the coupling of the temporal and
length scales of the dynamical disorder in the excitability
with those of the scroll ring. Furthermore, we suppose that
the contribution (G02g1k0) to the tangential growth veloc-
ity is negligible ~this means that we are neglecting the sys-
tematic, i.e., non- r-dependent, contribution to the tangential
growth velocity!. In the framework of 2D spiral waves this
assumption is merely considering rigid rotation of the spiral
tip. With these hypotheses, we simplify the last equation into
the form
P˙ ~ t !52a2g1sin~2v0t !2~g22D !cos~2v0t !
22@V¯ 01x~ t !#sin~v0t !P1/2. ~17!
Just to finish, we discard from this equation the oscillatory
terms not responsible for the systematic dynamics of the
shrinking filament, but at the same time we keep the mini-
mum contribution from the fluctuating environment,
P˙ ~ t !52a1f~ t !sin~v0t !P1/2, ~18!
where f52x . This equation constitutes the minimum start-
ing model but in this form it is still analytically intractable
and further assumptions on the noise properties have to be
taken. First, one can assume that f is a Gaussian colored
noise of the same type used in the simulations ~Ornstein-
Uhlenbech process! of zero mean and correlation,
^f~ t !f~ t8!&5s l
2 e2ut2t8u/t l , ~19!
where s l
2 and t l should be proportional to the parameters
s2 and t , respectively, used in the simulations, with multi-
plicative constants depending on l . A final redefinition of
the fluctuating term allows us to express Eq. ~18!,
P˙ ~ t !52a1h~ t !P1/2, ~20!
where h(t)5f(t)sin(v0t). Since we have seen in the nu-
merical results that the lifetime of the scroll wave is much
larger than the correlation time of the noise, one can approxi-
mate the noise in Eq. ~20! by an effective stationary Gauss-
ian white noise, ^h(t)h(t8)&52ed(t2t8), with a renormal-





cos~v0s !^f~s !f~0 !&ds5
s l
2
2 S t l11v02t l2 D .
~21!
Let us stress at this point that Eq. ~20! in spite of the
crudeness of its derivation contains the basic physical ingre-
dients necessary to interpret our numerical results. In fact,
notice that the ring dynamics retains its genuine determinis-
tic component ~rate of shrinking inversely proportional to its
radius! supplemented with a multiplicative ~state-dependent!
noise, this last feature anticipating a pronounced effect of
fluctuations on the scroll ring lifetime. In addition, within
this formulation, the problem of ring collapse is reproduced
by the stochastic dynamics of a positive random variable
drifted towards an absorbing boundary placed at its zero
value. Thus, we can evaluate the mean lifetime of the scrollring by calculating the mean first passage time, ^T(x0)&, of
the variable P(t) to get for the first time the value P50
from an initial value P5x05r2(0). Needless to say this
also corresponds to the lifetime of the original variable r(t).
Whithin our Markovian approximation ~20! and ~21!,
^T(x0)& obeys the differential equation @26#
F ex0 ]2
]x0
2 2S a2e2 D ]]x0G ^T~x0!&521, ~22!
with the boundary condition ^T(0)&50. A particular solu-













Integrating now between 0 and x0, we get that the mean
lifetime of the variable P has a simple expression in terms of




This is a remarkably simple analytical expression containing
all the functional dependences and fluctuating effects
through the only parameter e(s l2 ,t l ,v0). We thus can con-
clude from it that ^T(x0)& is indeed larger than the determin-
istic exit time T05x0 /a and has a maximun with a height
controlled by s l
2 at a position given by t l 5v0
21
.
Let us now compare this formal theoretical prediction
with numerical simulations of the extended system. First we
will consider the case of a spatiotemporal noise with a cor-
relation length of the order of the system size, L5100. The
excitability fluctuations are then homogeneous all over the
spatial domain occupied by the scroll ring, with a temporal
dependence parametrized by the correlation time tL5bLt .
Actually, bLÞ1 due to the finite size of the system. From the
parameter values x0 , v0, and t used in the numerical simu-
lations and fitting the parameters sL
2
, bL , and a, we can
compare the analytical result ~24! with the numerical data
shown in Fig. 5~c!, with very good agreement.
Now we have to discuss the other situations when the
noise has a finite correlation length l . Since the scroll ring is
an extended structure under the influence of local values of
the noise, one can conjecture that the effective noise acting
on the radius is a sort of spatial average of the noise applied
on the whole filament. This amounts to a reduction of the
effective intensity with respect to the L case, s l





Moreover, the scroll ring in its shrinking dynamics
sweeps over a 3D grid of uncorrelated noise pixels resulting
in an effective correlation time t l , l -dependent, and
smaller than the original one: t l 5b l t,t . Adjusting the
pair of parameters, d l and b l for the cases l 55 and l
520, we present in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, the analytical results
compared with numerical simulation data.
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We have evidenced numerically, with a FitzHugh-
Nagumo and a very simplified stochastic model, the reso-
nance behavior between the time scales of a 3D scroll ring in
an excitable medium when it is forced with a spatiotemporal
correlated noise. When increasing the correlation length of
the noise l , the amplitude of the resonant peak increases and
it appears at smaller values of t , while the peak becomes
narrower. Finally, for l of the order of the system size, the
resonant peak occurs at the value of the rotation period.
Since 3D scroll rings are usually unstable, and they
slowly shrink at a rate inversely proportional to the ring ra-dius to finally collapse, as a future work it will be interesting
to study the role of correlated noises for stabilizing this pro-
cess. Previous work @20,21# in this direction with periodic
forcing suggests this possibility.
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